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“Contact” and “Four Horsemen of Sorrows,”
Book: Phillip L. Kulis / Colossians 2:16-17 [emphasis added] www.thetimesofthesigns.com

[Talking to all levels]

We have Arrived Now for a certain Grand Evolution

“Taking All Back, Now, and Forward”
“New Earth”

I, King Arthur I, Aka, Daryl Arthur Payan I, am Inserting and Acknowledging
Lady Crown, 1834, 1835 8 Point Star St. Patrick’s Flag, Marshall-Lore-Flag, and
the Purple 8 Point Star in alignment, for New Passage ways of Travel in
Commerce and functionality with our Energy in alignment of healing along the
way. With trade of Our Rightful Inheritance held back for a very long Journey
Peacefully. Queen Victoria and Elizabeth Mount Batten and others or have been
gone for a very long time and under that system as figure heads in Alignment of
the Vatican, in Rome [Popes] and all over the World, for control, by infiltrating the
innocent or unaware to many Tribes, by Air, Space, Sea, Land and Underworld, is
now to be over with. The New Guard of Tribes Worldwide to take back any and all
rightfully theirs, just as Mr. Donald Trump and many others have been speaking
about. To re-unite at this consciousness, no time and space, soon to learn there is
none. Through Peace, Forgiveness, Understanding, Gratitude, Compassion,
Courage, and Harmony in which = part of the Love Cycle of life, not the Swiss
Watch Clock and Solar System Gear Clock, but by Abundantly Graduating, we as
the Natives for a Glorious Unification here and now. Elevating with the
Sovereign/Suv-eran, Sovereign-live-life-claimants-on-the-Land-authority &
Salvage by the perpetual -2020 Copy-right-now-space/copy-claim/-
RPP4463800094001989671607;Salvage by the perpetual -2020 Copy-right-now-
space/copy-claim/-RPP4463800094001989671607;

King Arthur Returns: https://realkingsmen.wixsite.com/website
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Easter Island: https://imaginaisladepascua.com/en/easter-island-rapa-nui/

Moai Statue Etc: www.moaipowerhouse.com

https://lbry.tv/@AndrewoftheHouseofDevine:9?fbclid=IwAR3bJ808Ao3vogskku
wzzZaBlVVvTL_JFLV0JFBgC_JOwMBzxgT8H0YwgZE

The Full Shutdown by Reversal and moving forward in the Now!

Deception [of] Worldwide Fraud Recorders Offices, City, County, and State
of States Incorporated, Including all Civil, Criminal, County and State Court
Corruption all Offices set to Separate and Divide the People. All about the so
called debt vs credit money, actual Fiat Federal Reserve currency, and your
energy. Deception in the De-fact-o system of Fiction, not De-Jure- stat=Us.
[Politics word made by Aristotle] What is more natural to man than politics is reason? All
men possess some capacity of reason through which they order their lives and make sense of their
natural inclinations. As Aristotle does point out, men can have all kinds of natural inclinations and most
men are gregarious creatures. Does this mean that politics is reason applied to relationships among
men? Unfortunately, as we have seen, there are many kinds of human relationships that involve reason
without necessarily involving politics. So we come to the conclusion that either politics are not natural
or something else along with reason is natural among humans and necessitates political activity.
https://www.bartleby.com/essay/Analysis-of-Aristotles-The-Politics-FKC2T2ZTC
https://www.instagram.com/angelic.humanity/ The Christ Period 3 Jesus’s…listen up Humanity.

Dear Mr. Donald J. Trump, I King Arthur has seen what you are doing for
a longtime, along with many others, and some not known to the Public as of yet.
Observing the elections for a very very longtime, has been rigged, by some very
powerful entities. I wish you and Your Family all of the best in the upcoming
days, and to finalize you’re Position, and help getting the Peoples Heart Healed
around the World in the Highest Regard. As a sole Re-Public Nation, is there a
potential of a New Election to serve as only 1 Republic solely, not with
Separation of Powers, in a Demo-cratic Duality?  [6th to 19th, Jan. 2021]

Blessings,

Sincerely, Daryl Arthur Payan I, aka, King Arthur I
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Recommendation: Revamping by corrections of the entire Debt System into
the Credit Prosperity System aligned with new land Titles of Origin to
Originals, same for DMV’s Vehicle Manufactured Titles long form, in all
Commerce aligned with the Quantum Financial System now in place as well
as Peoples Native Birthrights no Registrars in Hospital in connection with
Bond Chattel Paper Instruments, equals more slavery. By closure of all
Buildings, of Corporate, Departments, Courts of the Old Guard Governing
the People Structured of ills, The Establishment” and limited Websites, .org.
gov. or any other fraud Offices as well. For 3-6 months minimum, and
Limited Staff for immediate needs as the U.S. Inc. Passport changes as well
away from current status control for basic travel, Honorary travel,
Ambassadors, Crown King, or Crowned Queen, Ladies, Gents, Presidents,
Animals to travel of Authority in their own Rightful Claim, Private or
Commercially on Airlines, water boats and other Ships above and below,
Boats, Trains, Vehicles, land or any other byways on free highways, not
Bonded toll-roads, we know whom they are [Serco]and the control. If needed
the Good Militia and other people in alignment with the good Military, and
E.T.’s on, under and off planet, now is the Command to stand ready to do so.
The intent is to take out the Old System peacefully, Worldwide, however
many are not complying or even know what they are doing. Just following
orders, NAZI style. Law of One is needed, we all be free, out of the on prison
planet Quarantine and off planet for travel freely, and all portals to be
widened and fully open, after the Biblical cleansing of the evil, on this
fabulous Circular Plain. [More Clorox] We can do it all this Quarter of 2021.
The People cannot afford the deceptions to continue stemming back from the
beginning 900 billion years ago, with our ascension process, meaning
awakening our DNA and returning to whom we really are and how we were
re-created. As we are healing the past, and potentially now do within mins,
from the https://www.voilamethod.com/ & http://www.matrixenergetics.com/ ,
and much more including, the off planet ancient healing devices now
becoming available such as med beds regenerating the hue-man into
perfection everlasting life.
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https://keshe.foundation/ https://youtu.be/rONYjIVucIg in this holographic
Universe they didn’t tell you about, so we can pop out of it in the near future.
https://youtu.be/HnETCBOlzJs https://youtu.be/BFrBr8oUVXU game up.
www.wingmakers.com https://conspiracydailyupdate.com/2020/05/19/nesara-
gesara-qanon-trump-and-the-bible/

In the meantime:

Notice to the World,

I, Daryl Arthur Payan I, had ordered from Vital Records, with a 3rd party
approved online facilitator to Orange County, California, [Company
name]Recording office for another Copy of the Live Birth, non-capital Crown to
Heel, head to toe, in length, of 20”Birth Certificate, [fraud?] to the State Of
California Corporation Department Office. An Employee at the Orange County
Office of Records then from a micro-fished copy, copied and pasted only half of it,
and that by way of impersonation to the U.S. Inc. Passport application, by posting
on the State Birth Certificate that was put on the Bond Paper and not Long form,
with SWISS BAR CODES and NUMBERS on it. The prior order was a full one
with the Crown on the size baby to heel, on Bond paper of Enslavement chattel
paper long form, appeased incompetency, now are under review and indictment for
arrest as actors for Fraud to the Highest in Commercial Paper fraud to the Old -$
debt to the King William 3rd [also William 4th made Gold Coins] of Orange, trailed
to California, from Abroad, England, Dutch, and  Germany, usurping the Saint
Patrick’s Flag, Cashing in the Bonds, to the lands and all homes, of the free
Natives. Chinese and others are in a free for all by vaccinations and U.S. Inc. Deep
State Treasonous against the People and their patient to kill everyone and create a
war within all Countries, Islanders etc, and by U.S. Planes and others, by
Chemtrailing in the skies. This goes in other land Registry’s and same actions
everywhere, by methods as well. I notarized who I am, which was forced upon me
through the bad system of old as well to freely travel with the 8 Point Star Flag, to
prove I am, alive. Who do they think went there Casper? See? No Full Disclosure,
notary, IRS, and Bar of the same, I am making an example out them in the slavery
system.
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Clerk-Recorder | OC Clerk Recorder Department (ocrecorder.com)
Biography | OC Clerk Recorder Department (ocrecorder.com) who did you
swear your oath to Hugh Nguyen, from Vietnam. Casper?
Seriously, the Birth Certificate game, or not? …Vatican/Rome/Pope vs Crown
Kings William 3rd & 4th the Crown Kings initiated the Commercial name sake
1823 Private Contract, in all Capital letters in New Zealand, to separate the 2
Chiefs, [which equal a Crown King, You or Crown Queen, You] from Commerce
of Commercial Paper Instruments and Privacy in the Private cap-a-city on your
Private lands not in the and not in the public, away from the CAP-a-City’s i.e.
towns or Cities Commercially in which became Swiss Federal Fraud Zip CODE
ZONES tracking everything you do from Davos, Switzerland, the ones that never
gave up their arms, in another Country. This is partly why not only for convincing
you but making you a Queens Bench Federal Incorporated Employee of the State
with forced Insurance Motor Vehicle alignment. You as the Priority Creditor, a
slave cannot own, the Title to your car or truck privately is the State of Fraud
Offices. The Title is not the Original from the manufacture. 3rd party pirates, Such
as the Fraud office Private Department of Motor Vehicles, with a ALL CAP
NAME every 4 year Driver’s License to re-contract, same as Presidential
Elections, re-contract, with all of the fringe benefits as a slave for protection by
your signature of consent to the ignorant, hive minds. It runs in all 4 corners of the
Earth. The real con game “The Establishment”. It is about right and wrong and not
being fully disclosed cloaked in secrecy instilled by Press for the Control over the
People now used in several ways by high tech. You know that if we are in the
driver’s seat they would have been all gone long ago for lying to the people used
by Washington D.C. Post, and other outlets for years and newspapers and
telegraph, Tell-A-Vision. The Papacy Black Pope dark controllers usurped the
Kings, infiltrated by way of making a fraudulent, year of 1666 trust of the Holy
See,[Opposite Birth Certificate from the Kings] like the all seeing eye, pineal
gland, [Horus] not the sea, water to the lands. They wanted full control over
everything with their crazy overdosing on dmt,
https://www.tokenrock.com/explain-dimethyltryptamine--dmt--30.html brain
pineal drip and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ayahuascaplant and drugs pharmacy
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equals sorcery, and adrenochrome from children’s blood then killing them from all
trails, and just maybe black goo-Goooogle Chrome CEO harvesters of your
energy’s too? https://www.menshealth.com/health/a34786868/what-is-
adrenochrome-qanon/ The hallucinogenic in the feverish Cocaine and other drug
trade for many years with the Presidents and Administrations with the United
States of America, creating wars aligned with the Queen of India Trading
Company. Much of this along with Freemasons, were usurped, cash cows as well
as the simple builders. Vatican Jesuits-They were caught Burning down the City of
London Building to try and hide their deception the Freemason documents were
taken and hid for hundreds of years, showing the ills of all of the men and women,
and other entities doing this to everyone on the Earth. Most all are 9 D. not 12 D.
__________________________________________________________________

https://youtu.be/NL_FBpIZq0g LadyCrown for Australia and the World

https://youtu.be/r6tezOUCzEQ LadyCrown for Australia and the World

The Reset and Reestablishing Authority by more than the minority of People that
agree by way of consent to lead a Nation of Nations, in one Re-Public Formation
could be the cure to the Duality System and away from Enslavement for Protection.
The way they have been killing all of humanity to this day!

THE FIRST FAMILY OF THE CODE OF K.O.R.A.N (King Of Recognized Asset Nations)
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https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/ Geoengineering Watch | Exposing the climate
engineering cover-up U.S. Military wants to own the weather

Need Free Passage for Travelers without the U.S. Maritime, U.S.C. Inc. or the
Suggestion is to dissolve there after the Donald J. Trump Inc. by himself, and he
could use the Native Magistrate Court/ via Philadelphia or Massachusetts instead of
acting as Vice Admiral Court Martial Law, or Kings Bench Court Authority, now
that I am Admiral by Appointment Privately and Public unincorporated, and much
more, with My Lineage by Birth Right, goes back to the Birth of Admiral Clinton’s
Son by Marriage, from abroad, England to America, [Company name] until a
Successor  which is silent, to be. Recommendation: Mr. Trump lets dissolve this
Incorporation fiction of no substance, once and for all. “The Establishment”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Common_law

https://youtu.be/NIADAijG3mc Dave Schmidt ex-Senator of Washington State

https://youtu.be/2Y3hysJ7j_E Dave Schmidt ex-Senator of Washington State
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Intent and Public Record on Facebook,

I Daryl Arthur Payan I, DARYL  ARTHUR PAYAN I, AKA, King Arthur I , Revoke
the Power of Attorney by BAR MEMBERS “AT LAW’ before my Journey to Wales
England. Since the U.S. Passport was needed of tax and claim fraud to Travel from
an outdated Admiral on the 1966 claim form of U.S. District of Columbian codes
that should and do not apply to the Sovereign Tribes and the fraudulent I.R.S. of
other lands of Islands in Territories not the unincorporated Sovereign lands of the
Free, Worldwide 250 Countries in that Era with the Flag, Company name
AMERICA, America, in Combination for United States [of] America meaning of is a
Company, in which all were and are now re-claimed now! To be with the Free
Passage, away from Virginia and Washington D.C. Military Armed Killers, i.e. or
protectors. Mr. Trump was given the 8 point St Patrick’s Flag Temporary use to do
Commerce in Trade as a Republican Flag, Vice Admiral in Maritime Court Martial,
with the above by 1-7 Kings Flag, 9D, and now I claim my live birth and crown
and non-cap, in private, claim ALL CAPITAL NAME from King William 3rd and 4th

that is in the 8 point Saint Patrick’s Flag and I as well by lineage, and in Commerce
[Commercially Staged] not the [STRAW-MAN Alice and Wonder-land of FICTION],
but Myself, Crowned King Arthur I, as Live Life Birth Claimant a-live and well I am
here, on the Sacred adjoined lands 1 D to the Natives Vessels, i.e. plasma blood
veins, and Crowned Queens as priority Creditors in Equality of Abundance of
[Americas] i.e., Company thus far, and Company names in all other lands, etc..
This progress of ascension we will not have to pass away trying but ascend into
new earth reality. King George 3rd Leased Land Freemason Titles to the land once
again in Edinburgh, Scotland and Virginia Registered in Delaware, to Washington
D.C. overlaying Jurisdictions, but will hold the Flag in its rightful place with King
William 3rd and 4th. Trade this for that type of thing, even when the Rothschild
Banker are gone, because it is a Trading Bank Flag, connected to New York Stock
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Exchange which King William made for an intermediate way of trade, but was
heavily usurped by technology by many entities. The Flag is a Private Contract for
2 people, directly. Such as the QFS to you directly. This has been a ill-gotten
control in connection from the Rothschild Family’s and Vatican with others, from
the underworld to the lands of claims and now over, some mentioned in these
videos. This is part of the reason why, I, King Arthur am here and Returned. It is to
help the de-registering of America, and Pres-I-Dents of past ventures, in duality
and leg-is-t-lative body’s not Native to the lands prior, in Demo-crates, like crate
coffins, connected to the harmful forcefully as paid actors and administrative,
[Minstrel period of pain], of Incorporated Corporations of fiction, acting, in
actions to enslave and kill all the Angelic Natives and others in America [Company
name] most don’t know. Like they do not exist, from the Welsh Basque Natives
that were here prior to Founder Columbus lies of Discovering the lands prior and
is my lineage, and more, to all other lands Registered as Companies in Delaware
East Coast, to Washington D.C., crossing the River to Delaware and over to
Virginia overlapping Jurisdictions of the Old Guard System of the Freemasons,
[from Edinburgh Scotland where King Arthurs Seat is on the Volcano, to Virginia,
where they hold the land titles worldwide both places]to enslaved dome paper
eye method of consciousness once again through ascension evolution process of
enlightenment. Follow the ship backwards for the answers. Energetic matrix, the
cathartic grid usage and viola method of healing our hearts to the Earthly state
[State] of mind. Some of Jesus’s teachings of ascension.
https://www.awakeningchannel.com/post/cabal-nwo-1?fbclid=IwAR1wQA-
EaN6W8xcd2MqGQuQfJhygAASLfVfT3LHUt_8UcUL6s9hJVq2aaDk

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presumption_of_death French Law of Old.

"The Registrar of the PROBATE Court signed your Birth Certificate and
Naturalized you INTO US Inc. !!...lol...made us "civilly “dead IN LAW so the
Barfly ATTORNEYS "AT LAW" could CLAIM you a CORPORATE
FRANCHISE, SUBJECT=citizen=SUBJECT as in "subject matter jurisdiction" to
be UNDER all their Codes, Rules & Regulations and therefore LIABLE as co-
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Trustee !!... AND took Power of Attorney over you... Ummm...were in
BANKRUPTCY...so THE STATE is the Trustee, but they not going to TELL you
that!! OR that you are ACTUALLY the BENEFICIARY because they made
THEMSELVES Co-Beneficiary and since they took POA over YOU, they get to
decide HOW MUCH YOU GET, AND STICK YOU/you with all the
LIABILITY!! Now according to of the US Constitution, Article IV, sec.3...states:
"New states may be admitted by Congress into this Union, but no new State shall
be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other
State....Ummm...sooo....are we GUILTY by ASSOCIATION !?? No, We are not,
because there was no full disclosure to the public, and came within timeline
1888 under Queen Victoria and as Shipping Clerks prior, without worldwide
announcement to inform the people of the ill effects of lost at sea rule.

The United States passed the Abandoned Shipwrecked Act in 1987. That Act
gives title of all shipwrecks within U.S. waters to the United States and not to
the discoverer of the shipwreck. U.S. territorial waters extend at least three
miles from the coast line. Further, if the remains of a United States or a
foreign government’s ship are recovered then the law of finds does not apply
since it is generally accepted that governments never abandon the search and
recovery efforts for their own vessels.

I am Recovered by Discovery: daryl-arthur-Payan-I, aka King Arthur I, and
abundant in all I do.

https://americandigitalnews.com/index.php/2019/04/24/the-holy-roman-empire-and-the-roads-that-
lead-back-to-it/?fbclid=IwAR1aSiB37e_Nrh2TUINqJhHVAOY4DU-Wzc8VKXKa8z5zS03GXiWm9lJ1eFo

This is why I put a New Flag for King Arthur 12th dimension, 1 of 3
Jesus’s in white Tribal of Purity on the top and Yellow for
Friendship and heart of love. No lessor than > at the ends of the
Flag.
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Crown to Heel, Head to Toe Fraud Recorders Office Liable
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This is not correct with those chakras there are more, 15 of them in the bubbled
area. The photo was on a song on YouTube.

In the Closing in the Year’s End of 2020, December 31 rst, I wish you all a
Wonderful New Year’s Eve, and all the Best Wishes and Dreams ever possible in
this wonderful energy of Love, Peace and Prosperity, that has never happened like
this ever, and now is the time to show your gratitude to all before and to come that
helped in the ascension process in the best way they knew how to and to come!!!

Happy New Year!

Blessings,

Daryl Arthur Payan I, aka King Arthur I,

Oak
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